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LETTER
from the editor
All wild creatures are masters in the art of deep presence. The most valuable 
skill in the wilderness, as in life, is to be keenly aware of one’s surroundings. 
 
On a recent safari in the jungles of central India, I sat a few feet away from 
a wild tigress who stared at me as she sat on her haunches by the salal trees.
There was nothing between us, only the cool night air. 
 
To be watched by a wild tiger sounds terrifying, but it was actually quite a se-
rene experience. The tiger emanated calm, peaceful presence. Her eyes were 
steady, assessing every movement around her. I admired her presence, fearless 
and utterly in harmony with her environment.  
 
On the other side of the world, I had the opportunity to look into the eyes of 
Dr. Jane Goodall. Her eyes have watched the wild for decades, as she sat for 
thousands of days in the forests of Tanzania, observing chimpanzees in their 
natural habitat. Dr. Goodall has eyes like that tigress, deep and peaceful. Her 
passion is fierce, but her presence is profoundly gentle. 
 
The media often characterizes wild women as rapturous, hyper-sexualized be-
ings. I want to tell a different story, here in these pages of Wild Women Maga-
zine. My desire is for you to take the space between these pages to feel the 
presence of wild women. I want you to luxuriate over every story, devouring it 
as you would a dark truffle melting like silk over your tongue.
 
These stories mirror your own sense of wildness, where you know that you can 
sit alone in the wilderness and feel at home. And where you can dance with a 
billion women rising around the world, as Eve Ensler encourages us to do. 
 
I invite you to listen and look deeply into the wild, dear one, and find your own 
adventure story. 
 
Blessings,

Jennifer Haddow, Owner, Wild Women Expeditions
Editor-In-Chief, Wild Women Magazine
Image: Poyan Shifter
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JANE 
GOODALL'S
hope for humanity
I met with Dr. Jane Goodall in a garden of cherry blossom trees by the sea 
one sunny spring day, to ask her about hope. Dr. Goodall declares herself 
to be a messenger of hope, travelling the world as an ambassador of 
wildlife and a proponent that humans and animals can coexist in harmony. 
 
I first saw Dr. Goodall on the cover of National Geographic, where she 
was celebrated for her groundbreaking research into the lives of wild 
chimpanzees in Tanzania. I was a little girl, and the image of her in the jungle 
with the chimps made a lasting impression on my mind — this adventurous 
woman who learned the most intimate secrets of the lives of these wild 
animals became a heroine to me. 
 
And so while my kid brother looked up to Tarzan, I wanted to be like Jane 
when I grew up. Many years later, as I sat with my heroine under the cherry 
trees, I was struck by how she was so kind and unassuming. At 80 years old, 
she exuded the gentle grace of a grandmother, yet I knew how fierce her 
spirit was as she spoke of her passion to save the vanishing habitat of her 
beloved animal companions. 
 
I imagined her as a young woman sitting for countless hours by herself in the 
jungles of Africa, watching the chimpanzees in their daily life, cultivating 
those profound powers of observation, her awareness honed and all 

A conversation with Jennifer Haddow
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senses keyed to perform her work to document the details of their lives in 
the wild. 
 
Sitting next to her, I realized that what I admired most is her ability to really 
see another and pay close attention to what life reveals. So many of us 
walk like zombies through our daily routines, barely looking up from our 
mobile devices to make eye contact with the person in front of us, to stop 
and smell the blossoms or to question an injustice happening ahead. Dr. 
Goodall showed me that when we pay attention to the wild, open our 
hearts to nature and the animals, our humanity comes alive. 
 
I wanted to ask Dr. Goodall if she ever felt sad to be so far from her jungle 
home and to spend more of her time now with politicians than chimpanzees. 
When I looked into her eyes I already knew the answer. Dr. Goodall’s joy 
is to fulfill a mission to not only save the chimpanzees, but to help us be 
better humans. Her work with the Roots and Shoots program offers youth 
a new way to see the world and empower themselves to be leaders and 
stewards of the wild. 
 
Her legacy is so much more than her scientific credit of discovering that 
chimpanzees use tools, it is her insight into how to be in communion with 
the wild and play our role in our ecosystem with love and respect for all 
animals. Dr. Goodall, once a little girl full of dreams to travel to Africa to be 
with the animals, shows us that hope is at the heart of our humanity.
 
Jennifer:
You’ve said before that the chimpanzees taught you what it means to be 
human. How? 
 
Dr. Goodall:
Chimpanzees taught me about humanity because they are so like us. 
There’s nothing more like us and yet clearly we’re different. So what is the 
main difference? The developmental intellect. It became very clear that for 
both of us - chimp and human - the key is affection and then absolutely the 

key is support. Support your child. And so the females who don’t want to risk 
anything that might harm them or inconvenience them, their offspring don’t 
grow up to be as self-assured. They don’t do as well and that’s the same 
for us. When I first began talking about this it wasn’t the biologists or animal 
people who showed the most interest, but the human child psychiatrists 
and psychologists. 
 
Jennifer:
How do you feel like tourism and engaging the communities in tourism 
development can be a force to save wilderness?
  
Dr. Goodall:
Tourism is the only thing keeping many wilderness areas alive because it 
is finance money that’s coming in. These people are in deep poverty and 
everything around Gombi went because the people had to live. They were 
cutting down the trees to grow a bit more food because they overused 
the land. There was overpopulation and they were cutting down the trees 
to make charcoal to sell. You can’t expect to save a wilderness area 
unless you improve the lives of people. One way is tourism but it has got 
to be done right otherwise it’s exploitative and it kills places. Kilimanjaro is 
being completely ruined because thousands of people are going up and 
all their rubbish is going down, it’s awful. It has to be done carefully. And 
that’s something the Jane Goodall Institute in Tanzania, Uganda, DRC, 
and Congo is counting on some small level.
 
Jennifer:
You’ve faced many challenges as a woman in your field. What encouraged 
you to persevere?  
 
Dr. Goodall:
I first wanted to go to Africa when I was 10 years old. Everybody laughed 
at me not only because we didn’t have any money or because there was a 
war, but because I was a girl. Not my mother though. I don’t remember ever 
being told at home that there was something that we couldn’t do because 
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animals differently.” And two of them had gone on to wildlife careers. That’s 
because of Roots and Shoots and it happens all over the world.
 
Jennifer:
You’ve talked about Gombi being your church, your sanctuary, that place 
where you feel most healed. What do you feel is the greatest gift a place 
in the wild can be for people? Because I think that women, men, children 
- everyone has some primal desire to connect and to feel wild and free 
in that.
 
Dr. Goodall:
I wonder if people really don’t and that’s the scary part of growing up in  
a virtual world. And now you even see children like this. You look around 
in a bus or a train and nobody’s looking out the window. I have seen all 
these funny things that you see on the street, unusual things and sad things, 
but nobody else is looking. They don’t notice anymore and that’s the scary 
thing. Most people don’t even think about the power of just going out into 
the wild and just being. They haven‘t grown up with it.
 
Jennifer:
Where do you go from here?  Do you really feel like there’s hope for you 
to see great change in your life?  

Dr. Goodall:
I think we’re seeing it already. But I think the window of time is closing all 
of the time. You’ve got less and less time before we reach a point of no 
return. In many places ecosystem collapse has happened in small ways 
with climate change affecting almost everything right now and because of 
that people say there’s nothing we can do about it so they carry on with 
business as usual. That’s the scare and that’s why kids get it. You cannot 
go around all these different Roots and Shoots groups and festivals that I 
do and not get very inspired. 

of our sex. It just didn’t come into it. So when feminism with a capital F came 
in, I wasn’t particularly happy about it. As it developed I found that it 
seemed to me that those women who were succeeding in this new feminist 
environment were succeeding because they were trying to emulate men 
and develop those male qualities. And if we really want an equitable 
society we need to have the female qualities nurtured. Nurturing family, 
nurturing the plant world to get the food, thinking about the future, thinking 
about the future of children, not just themselves. I think women traditionally 
have had a very important role to play in noticing what’s going on in the 
family and making sure that if Uncle Joe is in a bad mood you keep the 
children away from him, and you quickly notice those little things and I think 
that helps you to be a better observer.

Jennifer:
In your many years of being in the forest with the chimpanzees you’ve 
cultivated the powers of observation maybe like no other. I think we all 
have that desire, to just be and pay attention to nature, to really look and 
not have all of this buzzing civilization around us. What nourishes you now, 
in your work to change the world and save the wild?  
 
Dr. Goodall:
Letters. I get many letters from children saying, “You taught me that because 
you’ve done it I can do it.” There are lots of audiences. That’s what gives me 
energy to carry on. I know it’s been the difference, the number of people 
who try. The way Roots and Shoots has gone from 12 high school students 
to groups of all ages in 140 countries and the success of our programs in 
community-based conservation. They’re working and the trees are coming 
back. So all of that, I look around and say, yeah, it’s making a difference.
 
The excitement and the change in people is pretty huge. I was just in 
Tanzania and I met with several people just kind of by chance. They told 
me they did Roots and Shoots at school and I asked if it impacted them? 
And they all said the same: “We really care about the environment now. 
We want our children to learn about the environment, we think about 
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Image: Michael Neugebauer

 
Jennifer:
What does being a wild woman mean to you?
 
Dr. Goodall:
Trying to live in harmony with each other, with the natural world. That includes 
the animals. How do we live in harmony with nature? We push further and 
further into the country of bears and then if one bear attacks a person we 
kill them. But we shouldn’t be there in the first place unless we’re prepared 
to accept that there’s a risk. In a city you have a far greater risk of being 
mugged or stabbed or shot than being attacked by a wild animal if you 
behave in the right way. But it’s not easy. There’s no easy solution. I think it 
has to be each individual contributing what they can in the sphere they 
know something about and not trying to do everything.
 
Every single day makes a difference. It’s not that you can’t make a difference 
every day.  Whatever you do, you make a difference. 
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HOME 
waters
Words: April Bencze 
Images: April Bencze & Tavish Campbell

Immersed
My lungs are full of air that is quickly going stale. All around me, gold tails 
and fins catch rays of sunlight piercing through the surface of the river. I 
lay suspended just inches from the algae-covered rocks made smooth by 
centuries of moving water. My body craves new air. Thousands of pink salmon 
have gathered and are holding in the deep canyon I am submerged in. 
Looking skyward, a curtain of fish pass by overhead; blacking out the blue. 

I need to breathe now. 

With a flick of my fins, I propel myself along the bottom, out from beneath the 
schooling salmon, rising to the surface. I breathe, and my body rejoices. I 
breathe again, holding it in this time, eager to return to the canyon depths 
to witness the great finned migration unfolding all around me. 
This is the river who raised me, who hydrated my body and fed my family. 
Yet I never took the time to know her waters, or get to know who lives 
between her banks. I never took the time to fully grasp who else relies on 
the salmon returning to die, or rather, to give life. The thought that she may 
need my help to remain healthy, untouched, never occurred to me.

The Disease of Disconnection
Growing up, wilderness was a stranger. What lay below the surface was 
foreign to me, both in ocean and forest. To be honest, I was afraid of them. 
They were wild, and I was anything but. 

I was raised in a town built on the banks of a salmon river, the ‘salmon 
capital of the world’. Yet I drove across the bridge to town on my way 
to school every day, and rarely did I think of the river below. Wilderness 
was something to be experienced on the weekends. The outdoors was a 
place I would visit during camping trips in the summer. Food was something 
that came from the grocery store, water from a tap. Forests were to be cut 
down to build towns, rivers to be dammed to power those towns. This was 
the way of the world. Who was I to question it? 

I had a one-way relationship with wilderness. Everyday, I enjoyed the breath 
in my lungs, the flesh of animals, the fiber of plants, the shelter and warmth 
provided by trees, the beauty of nature, while I gave nothing back. Worse 
even, my everyday decisions contributed to the destruction of wilderness. 
I was in an abusive relationship with the natural world, and I didn’t even 
know it. I was too disconnected from the planet to even realize I was a 
part of it, let alone to be aware of my role in its destruction. There are 
consequences to both ourselves and the planet from thinking ourselves 
separate from the very thing that gives us life. 

I wasn’t aware of the role my disconnection from wilderness played in feel-
ing a prominent lack of purpose as I grew up, looked around, and won-
dered if anyone else felt like there was something fundamentally wrong? 
A disappointment at the shallow percussion of life that beat around me 
underscored my daily experience, while I craved a connection I didn’t 
know existed. A heaviness at the way of the world has rested on my chest 
for as long as I can remember.

Now, with each breath held and taken below, with each fish that passes 
by, I am knowing her. With every dive I learn the importance of having a 
relationship with our home rivers; of having a connection to wilderness, 
wherever we may be.
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ened it: alcohol, drugs, a plane ticket to the next destination where the 
gravity of my shadow might exert a lesser force on my heart.
 
I recited my carefully crafted excuses as two traveling friends dragged me 
to the first day of my scuba diving course. They were deaf to my song and 
dance as I tried to weasel my way out of the course and back to the bar. 
Thankfully, adventurous spirits have proven infectious. 

I remember the first breath I took underwater with a sharp clarity. 
There are moments in life that make waves. Moments like large stones cast 
into the ocean of your life; impossible to ignore. The ripples created by 
these instances are far-reaching. And that first breath underwater stirred 
up a tidal wave. 

It was an alien feeling; clumsy, and the most present I had felt since child-
hood. I was weightless. All that mattered was breathing in air through my 
regulator, and exhaling breath that bubbled to the surface, breaking the 
pristine silence of submersion. I felt weightless suspended in the warm salt-
water with sprawling reefs below and many meters of clear water above. 
Underwater, I became aware of my body, from my forehead to my fin tips, 
for what felt like the first time. I began to see the world around me as it un-
folded. A clouded veil I didn’t know I was squinting through seemed to be 
washed away with the currents. The underwater world quickly became my 
sanctuary. Slipping into my wetsuit was like donning a skin immune to the 
numbing grip of a world I didn’t fit into. The depths seemed to drown my 
invisible shadow; the ocean dissolved its grasp as long as I was immersed 
in its salty embrace. 

The ocean wilderness welcomed me with open arms. Creatures of unimag-
inable colours, shapes, sizes, and curiosity approached me with an au-
thenticity I had lost faith in above water. I would watch in awe as marine life 
went about their lives. Who knew you could be fascinated by something 
simply being itself? 

In diving I found my first taste of the wild. I savoured it. 

I tried to quench my thirst for connection. I couldn’t find what was absent 
within the concrete jungle where my days unfolded. Not in my embellished 
smiles as I learned to climb the ladder of conventional success set forth 
by western society. Finally, at eighteen I slung my depression over my back 
like a load of bricks; lugged it across the world to a spec of land in the 
Indian Ocean. I was experimenting with the art of leaving my problems far 
behind. As those who have dabbled in this medium know: ‘wherever you 
go: there you are.’ 

I remember writing a pros and cons list about learning to scuba dive, look-
ing for an excuse to stay within my comfortably numb zone. I was tempted 
to save my pennies for the things that fed my numbness instead of threat-

Discovering Wilderness
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The Art of Reconnecting
When I returned to my home waters in Canada, I truly saw them for the first 
time. I discovered some of the best diving in the world in my backyard. I 
came to know the ocean I grew up on the edge of.

The desire to share the little-known underwater wilderness with those 
around me was what first inspired me to pick up a camera, take it 60 
feet under, and learn to use it. I never thought this desire would lead to 
becoming a photographer. But it did. Wildlife photography has become 
my profession, and first and foremost it is my way of sharing the connection 
I find in wilderness. The purpose of my work is to reconnect others to the 
wild, to fill a void that some may not even realize sits empty within them. 
These photographs are made to inspire those who see them to examine 
their own relationship with wilderness.

I began to spend long days between the banks of my home river, for weeks 
at a time during the salmon spawn, trying to do the beauty of the river 
justice through my lens. I grew connected to my home river for the first time, 
simply by getting to know her. That’s when something interesting began to 
happen.

I began to feel an irresistible urge to protect the salmon I was seeing, to 
ensure the health of the river I was getting to know. I started to direct my 
photography to be used for conservation issues, advocating for the fish 
and the river. Imagine if everyone was connected to the wilderness just 
outside their door. I believe we would see a lot less rivers polluted, a lot 
less plastic in the oceans, a lot more wildlife with intact habitat, and a lot 
more old-growth forests.

Wilderness is not an abstract concept that exists outside of ourselves. 
Rather, wilderness is the very thing that fills our lungs, hydrates our bodies, 
keeps our bellies warm, keeps our bodies dry and safe at night, and makes 
our minds rich with purpose. We cannot live without it. Yet, the way we live 
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in the modern world has disconnected us from our very essence. When I 
examine my relationship with wilderness now, I see clearly how much it has 
given me. Wilderness taught me how to be present, how to feel wonder, 
how to feel insignificant in a way that makes me feel a part of everything. 
Wilderness gave me the strength to face past trauma, and it significantly 
helps me navigate and lessen the weight of depression every day. There 
are lessons to be found in the natural world that we cannot find anywhere 
else. 

Come late summer, spending time with these fish in this river that raised me 
has become a priority. Each year, the salmon return to their home river 
to spawn and die, their bodies feeding the forests, and the trees in turn 
creating the oxygen that fills my lungs and allows me entry into the fish’s 
element. If there is one thing I have learned from swimming with salmon, it is 
the connected nature of the world. It is as if the seasons are listening to 
the fish, waiting for their cue to shift. As if in celebration of this momentous 
return of life, the trees turn gold to pay their respects to the spawn. The 
salmon make their way up river for the first and final time, passing beneath 
overhanging branches stretched out like arms cheering them on. Soon 
these very salmon will feed these very trees above.

At the first whispers of fall, I return to my home river—this river—to reconnect 
with the fish that will keep me warm and nourished all winter. I come here to 
document the salmon spawn, to tell the story of the fish that feed the coast. 
I come here because I know the importance of having a relationship with 
wilderness; of knowing my home waters.

Crawling from the river ’s embrace, I have visions of salmon streaming by 
imprinted upon the undersides of my eyelids. As I sit on the riverbank, words 
flow from my pen like the water I call home. 
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(canned fish)
with fins on our feet
we step to the edge 
slip between these breathing 
banks
this river is alive
in this river -
we are alive.
 
the salmon,
with scales like spruce trees
whose ancient roots will feed 
on these very bodies
finning below.
 
beneath and
above
are tangled,
in the same way our bones
muscles
are made strong by the flesh
and delicate bones
of these fish.
 
we crawl from the rivers embrace
with floating hearts
we shed our wetsuits
like second skins.
 
we peel off our fins
collapse on warm rocks
and pretend to be sea lions,
faces tilted up at the sun.
 
a solar nap to dry

and preserve these moments
memories that we can crack open
in the depths of winter
like canned fish 
that warms our bodies
these moments; 
they'll nourish our souls.
 
eventually we wake 
at the rumble of our bellies
just audible over the river's gentle 
roar
the soundtrack to coastal daydreams
and these days
at the salmon river; 
well now they've died
decomposed 
only to breathe life 
into our love for the coast.

“Life 
shrinks or 
expands in 
proportion 
with one’s 
courage.”

Anaïs Nin
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LET'S BE 
mermaids 
Words: Johanna Gohmann
Images: Shawn Heinrichs
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I was lying on the ground somewhere in Canada, my tail glinting in the 
sunlight. I thrust my fin up toward the blue sky, glancing at the women beside 
me. Their own tails—in shimmery shades of pink and green and purple—were 
also tilted up in a piscine salute to the sun. The day was baking down on 
me, and I noticed the other women had wisely placed their yoga mats 
in the shade. I pondered my tail’s tightness and breathability in the heat. 
For the first time in my life, I found myself wondering if mermaids got yeast 
infections.

Gail, the yoga instructor, called out to us to slowly lower our scales back 
to the earth. To close our eyes and breathe deeply. To imagine ourselves 
with gills.
 
There is something of a mermaid movement afoot. (A-fin?) Previously we 
seemed content as a culture to get our fish-woman fix from Disney cartoons. 
Or maybe the diehards among us have visited the magnificently kitchsy 
show at Weeki Wachee Springs, where underwater performers sport tails for 
synchronized dances in large tanks. But it appears we have been yearning 
for more shell bra in our lives, as “mermaid schools” are now popping up 
in Canada, the United States, the Philippines, and Europe. These places 
teach water safety and freedive instruction, blah blah blah… but what 
they really do is give people a chance to go “mermaiding”: fulfilling the 
fantasy of slipping into a glittery fish torso and pretending they’re Ariel for 
an afternoon. 

If one needs further proof of our renewed love affair with mermaids, there is 
the recent news that Channing Tatum is set to star in a remake of Splash—
with Magic Mike himself reprising the Darryl Hannah role. And let us not 
overlook the popularity of crocheted mermaid tail blankets. A wooly tail 
can be yours for $19.99, making it much easier to feel like a mythical 
creature when sprawled on the couch watching Netflix and eating Doritos.

The myth of the “maiden of the sea” has had a hold on our imaginations 
for centuries. The ancient Greeks told stories of trident-wielding Triton, 
and much later, there were the stories of sirens luring sailors into troubled 
waters. (Of course. Has to be a woman’s fault some dude can’t read a 

compass.) Even Christopher Columbus wrote of spotting mermaids on one 
of his voyages. (He scoffed that they weren’t  “half as beautiful as they 
are painted.” Which likely was true, considering that what he was actually 
ogling was a manatee.)

But why the sudden mermaid renaissance? Has the ubiquity of the Starbucks 
logo cast some subliminal spell on our subconscious? Will unicorn classes 
be next? Will we gallop through fields with old paper towel tubes tied to 
our skulls? Or is there something particular about mermaids that has a hold 
on us right now? 
  
“The ocean is the lifeblood of the planet, and the womb of all life where 
we emerged from eons ago,” says Hannah Fraser, a professional freelance 
mermaid. “It is the great mother sea where all life lives symbiotically in 
harmony. Humans are reaching back to nature through the mermaid icon 
to rekindle that connection.” 

Hannah’s job is just as fascinating as it sounds. The lithe Australian is a 
model and performance artist who would look perfectly at home perched 
atop a scallop shell, a la The Birth of Venus. Hannah handcrafts elaborate, 
magnificent tails, and performs at a variety of events: promotional parties, 
premieres, yachting events, and more. You need a mermaid, she’s your gal.  

She also travels the world shooting jaw-dropping videos of herself slow-
dancing through the sea with manta rays, whales, and sharks, all while 
glammed out in her mermaid garb. The films are mesmerizing to watch, but 
their purpose isn’t just to entertain: Hannah is a passionate environmentalist, 
and the main focus of her work is to bring awareness to the tremendous 
damage that has been done to the ocean.

“We have eaten over 90 percent of the large fish in the ocean in the last 
50 years,” Hannah says. “Scientists say that if we continue on at current 
estimates we will deplete the ocean ecosystem within the next 20 years. 
No ocean… no life on earth!”
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While it’s a safe bet we’re all on board with no life on earth being a bad 
thing, there are likely still some who might roll their eyes at Hannah’s brand 
of “artivism.” How is some chick floating around pretending to be a mermaid 
going to save the sea? Well, Hannah’s piece “Manta’s Last Dance,” in 
which she performs a captivating kind of water ballet with a group of 
manta rays, was actually shown to UN delegates at the Convention for 
International Trade on Endangered Species (CITES). The result? Mantas 
were added to the endangered species list.

Her latest film, Tears of a Mermaid, is a documentary slated for 2017 release. 
It features behind-the-scenes footage of how Hannah and her team 
create their videos, and their tricky methods for working with the animals 
in their own environments. I for one am eager to see the film, because how 
on earth does she do all of this? Watching Hannah twirl with sharks makes 
me gasp, not so much because of the visuals, though they are striking, but 
more so because of her unbelievable badassery. She throws her body into 
dark water alongside 14-foot great white sharks. With no cage or safety 
gear. While wearing a tail. For most of us, this sounds like something from a 
tequila-induced nightmare. But for Hannah, it’s a dream come true.

“Every day I get messages from people around the globe who say that 
they believed sharks and ocean animals were mindless killing machines 
out to eat them the second they entered the water, and once they see 
my videos it changed their perception of these creatures, and they felt 
motivated to protect and preserve them,” she says. For her, this makes the 
danger involved well worth it.

Hannah has always been drawn to mermaids. As a child she drew stick 
figures with tails, and crafted her own tail at the age of nine, with the help 
of her mom. This childhood creation later disintegrated in the water, but 
her mermaid dreams did not. 

As one might expect, Hannah finds the public’s renewed interest in mermaids 
pretty fantastic. “If mermaiding is a way for people to become connected 
to and care about the ocean, then it’s a wonderful pathway to nature.”    
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As a Brooklynite who lives across the street from two auto garages, I am 
all about discovering new pathways to nature. And as a girly crow-woman 
who seizes upon anything sparkly, I very much wanted to slip into one of 
those shiny tails. Clearly, I needed to do some mermaiding myself.

I initially reached out to a mermaid school near Coney Island, which isn’t 
too far from my home. After much phone tag, I finally connected with a 
woman named Yelena, who informed me in a thick Russian accent: “You will 
come to Coney Island. I will make you mermaid.”

Yelena announced this in the same way a bored dermatologist might 
answer a question about a strange growth. “You will come to office. I will 
remove hideous mole.” When I nervously pressed her for more information, 
she sighed deeply into the phone. 

“You will come. We will swim.  I will make you mermaid.”  

I decided to explore other options. Mainly because the prospect of 
becoming a mermaid in the tainted waters of Coney Island conjured 
images of emerging with an actual tail growing out of my back and a 
crown of six-pack rings upon my head. Instead, I headed to Eagle Lake, 
Ontario, to the International Mermaid Academy. 

Thirty-year-old Holly Bishop started the academy two years ago. She 
teaches mermaid workshops to adults and children, showing them how 
to safely swim with their legs bound together. She also includes a photo 
session where people can stretch upon a rock and stare longingly into 
the distance as if gracing the cover of a Hans Christian Anderson book of 
fairy tales. Some of the workshops also include “mermaid yoga,” a mermaid 
card reading (which is a bit like tarot, except with mermaid pictures and 
no scary messages about death) and a mermaid jewellery-making session. 

Like Hannah, Holly has been into mermaids ever since she can remember. 
When she was a little girl, she spent her time lolling in lakes and oceans 
pretending she had a tail. In winter, she’d sit in her bathtub and be “a 
mermaid in captivity.”      

When Holly picked me up for the workshop, I couldn’t help but marvel at 
how much she really looked like a mermaid. She looked like a mermaid 
even in yoga pants, when standing in a Tim Horton’s. With her cascading 
brown hair and almond eyes, she possessed a natural, ethereal beauty, 
which made her brassy voice and big laugh all the more amusing. She was 
sort of like if when Ariel got her voice back, she had a Canadian accent 
and made blow-job jokes. 

The first portion of the workshop was at Holness Yoga and Guest Suites, 
a cheerful B&B perched beside a lazy stretch of sun-dappled river. The 
owner, Gail Holness, would be leading us in our mermaid yoga. 

The other ladies in my workshop were two bright-faced twenty-somethings 
named Lexy and Katie; Pauline, a 74-year-old retired schoolteacher; and 
Darla, aged 62, who smiled at me from behind her large sunglasses, then 
politely informed me she was hungover.  I was the lone American in the 
group of smiley Canadians, and I felt as though my New York-ness was 
wafting off me like a too-strong cologne: “Aggression,” by Calvin Klein.

Holly had scrawled a welcome message on a large chalkboard, along 
with the words, “Screw everything. Let’s be mermaids.”

A fruit and cheese plate was proffered by Gail, which I helped myself 
to. I then worried how my brie consumption might affect the photo shoot 
portion. Perhaps Holly had a high-waisted tail available? 
We walked around back to where our glittery tails and fins were waiting 
for us at the foot of our yoga mats in tiny piles of pastel fabric. It looked 
as if a small group of Care Bears had molted. The tails were made of what 
felt like bathing suit material, while the monofins were made of lightweight 
polypyrene, with two holes on top to ease your feet into.

Gail led us through a few downward dogs and head rolls, then in a low, 
soothing voice, asked us to ease our tails up our bodies. We then did a 
few poses in the tails, while Gail asked us to close our eyes and envision 
ourselves swimming free beneath the sea. 
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Listen, I told myself. You’re a mermaid, got it? A real fucking mermaid. You 
are not an awkward hot dog trapped in a teal sausage casing, even 
though that is what you feel like at this moment. You. Are. A mermaid.

Gail called us out of our meditation, flashing the peaceful, ageless smile 
only possible when one is a yoga instructor who owns a B&B beside a lazy 
river. Holly called us over for a lunch break and some sangria. Darla nodded 
approvingly at the sweating pitcher of sangria, as did I. Transforming into a 
mermaid seemed like it might be a bit easier with a buzz on. However, the 
sandwiches—delicious and monstrously huge—had me imagining pulling my 
tail ever higher over my stomach. Perhaps to my chin. At this rate I would be 
a mer-worm for the photo shoot.

Lexy still seemed rather dazed from the mermaid yoga. She was staring off 
rather dreamily, and seemed as if she’d really lost herself for a bit in the 
fantasy under the sea. 

“I felt like I could have stayed down there all day.” She smiled. “It was great, 
eh?”

After lunch we piled into cars and headed to a nearby lake. Becoming 
a Canadian lake mermaid sounded a bit more sea monster-y than sea 
maiden-y to me, but I willed myself to take a note from Lexy and put my 
skepticism aside for the afternoon. 

Holly let me borrow a rather magnificent gold shell bra, which I slipped on 
in the woods. As someone who tends to drift toward the tankini section of 
swimwear departments, the shells felt rather daring. 

We perched on the rocks at the water’s edge and struggled to ease our 
tails up our legs. The lake itself was stunning: wide and glittering blue, with 
tall pines on the distant shore. Even better, it was empty. There weren’t any 
dudes in speedboats chugging Buds while staring quizzically at the five 
grown women in mermaid tails flailing on the slippery rocks.

Holly pulled out her camera and hovered over me. I immediately felt shy 

and began tugging at the waistband of my tail. She rolled her eyes at me. 
“Don’t worry about that. Listen, I want you to roll over onto your stomach. 
Put your tail up, and your tits out. That’s it! Tail up and tits out!” 

I did as instructed, and stared off into the blue water, trying to imagine I 
was scanning the shore for my lost sailor love. The wind rustled my hair, and 
I heard Lexie let out an approving “Ooooooh.” 

After the photos, Holly showed us how to ease our way into the water, 
and explained how to propel forward with the monofins, dipping down 
and swimming with our arms at our sides. The others were already laughing 
and paddling away by the time I managed to heave myself into the water. 
Pauline bobbed in front of me, her gray hair slicked to her scalp.

“The water feels wonderful!” I said.

“Yes. Just watch out for the frogs’ eggs. Don’t inhale them.” She snapped a 
pair of goggles over her face before disappearing beneath the surface, 
leaving me to wonder if she was joking, or if a week from now I was going 
to stumble to the bathroom to blow my nose and discover thousands of 
Canadian tadpoles had spawned in my lungs.

Fortunately, I did not know what frogs’ eggs looked like, and so merely 
shrugged and dove down. Swimming in the tail was surprisingly easy. I 
glided through the water, my tail catching the light as I moved. I could 
hear the other women laughing and practicing thrusting their tails into the 
air behind them. But I felt very much in my own world as I moved through 
the lake. I felt silly, yes. But also… pretty. And feminine. And free. And about 
ten years old. I realized I was smiling underwater. No doubt sucking frogs’ 
eggs through the cracks of my teeth, but oh well.

Later, Holly and I sat in a cabana, our damp hair on our shoulders, the wet 
tails hanging over the porch railing to dry. I asked her what she loved the 
most about mermaiding.
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“It brings out your inner child. It’s an amazing thing… when you’re an adult, 
you’re supposed to be so proper. And that’s such bullshit. It’s so important 
to hold on to that sense of play. And you know, I think we all have inside 
of us something gorgeous and something beautiful,” she said. “To be a 
mermaid lets that beautiful, wild, sexy, strong, feminine creature come to 
life.”     
     
Back on land in Brooklyn, I sweat through my mom uniform of a ball cap 
and T-shirt as I lug my son’s stroller over the bumpy sidewalk. Sidestepping 
garbage, I ease my way through a construction site, and someone shouts 
at me to “Move it!” I turn to shout back, and as I do, I spy the random bit 
of graffiti spray-painted onto some plywood. Just three words: “Mermaids 
are real.” 

I think of Holly, standing at the shore’s edge, coaxing a nervously giggling 
group of women to pull on their stretchy tails and lose themselves for a 
moment beneath the water’s surface. I think of Hannah, fearlessly staring 
into the wet black eyes of a great white. And I try to cast my mind back, to 
remember how I felt in the lake, gliding forward, my hair streaming behind 
me. Instead of shouting back, I smile.
    
Mermaids are real.
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“You are not 
a drop in the 
ocean. You are 
the entire ocean 
in a drop.”
Rumi

FINDING 
ALIGNMENT 
in the wild
When I am adrift, the ocean calls me. She reminds me that whatever 
threatens to unmoor me that day is minuscule when held up against the 
fundamental, undeniable rhythm of the sea, connected as she is to the 
massive planetary influence of that scarred old moon in the sky. Mother 
Ocean is both wild and wildly reliable, grounding.
 
When I am overwhelmed, the forest holds me. She reminds me that I am 
always home wherever there are trees looming overhead. The fiercer the 
wind that rocks her limbs, the deeper her roots grow to hold her in place, 
reaching and rooting as she is, an intuition of what it takes to ride out the 
storm.
 
Outside the confines of my thoughts and my schedule and the buildings that 
encase me and the clothes that define my curves and the responsibilities 
that define my life, there is s-p-a-c-e. Space to receive and be nourished 
in, space to be offered access to the inner knowing that helps me to find 
direction and alignment in my life.
 
Alignment.
 

Words: Jessie Harrold
Images: Kyra Dahlke
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For many years, I felt out of alignment with who I was. I, like so many women 
in their early adulthood, followed the breadcrumbs of success as it was 
defined by the world around me. The university degree, the job, the house, 
the family. Blessings all, to be sure…
 
But there was a wild, authentic self that was longing to be seen and heard. 
She collected gemstones to wear on her fingers but they clashed with my 
neatly pressed dress pants and blouses. She craved the open road but 
my mortgage kept her close to home and hearth. She wanted to dance 
under the moonlight and I wondered what people would think.
 
And then I was rocked by the wildest transformation of them all, rocked 
into awareness, rocked into the knowledge that life wouldn’t wait for me 
to shuck off others’ expectations of me. Rocked as I was by the intensity of 
labour, rocked as I was by the fierce love and fiercer reality of motherhood, 
rocking as I was with my daughter in my arms, warm, huffing with peaceful 
sighing breath. I came to know that as I was Mother to my child, so was I 
a child of Mother Earth. So was I a steward of her feminine energy in the 
masculine, ordered, ambitious, pantsuit-wearing world I also navigated.
 
I went to Mother Earth often in that first year of my motherhood, and she 
held me and my big questions about my life and the world and my purpose 
in it in her branches and her sands and her star-strewn skies. It was here 
that my alignment—that alignment between the life I was living and the life 
I wanted for myself—began.  

The memories came flooding back. The way I found peace on the edge of a 
lake in my young childhood. The way I found strength paddling a ferocious 
river, the first test of my courage as a teenager. The way I found camaraderie 
with my friends as we took long sojourns through the backwoods. The way 
I came to know empowerment, swimming across oceans and climbing 
mountains. The way I came to know what I was capable of, where I came 
from, and, slowly but surely, where I would go next.
 
As any mother bear in the forest demonstrates for her cub the way the world 
works and how to be in it, I quit my job and gave away the pantsuits that now 

pinched at the hips that had become wide and fleshy with childbearing. I 
could no more bear the pinching of my intuition as I handed my daughter 
to another woman to care for while I sat miserably in a cubicle.  
 
I put the gemstone rings back on my fingers.
 
They didn’t clash anymore. Not with the scarves and skirts and long feather 
earrings.
 
I began to dance under the moon, just a little at first.
 
I began to gather circles of women together and realized they were all 
seeking alignment and connection and purpose and Earth the same way 
I was.
 
I came to know the power of women in circle together, the magic and heat 
and life-force and sheer possibility that we can create together.
 
I returned to the peace, the alignment, the strength and the courage that 
Mother Earth had helped me find through the years that I walked blindly 
through a life that felt like someone else’s. 
 
For when I am adrift, the ocean calls me, and when I am overwhelmed, the 
forest holds me. And when I am standing in the truth of who I am and in my 
fullest power as a woman, Mother Earth connects me to my strength, keeps 
my fear at bay, and holds the light of my intuition just two steps ahead, 
igniting the path of my deepest purpose.
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WOMEN 
in Bali 
Words: Jennifer Haddow
Images: Bruna Rotunno

Jane Chen is an artist and very famous Indonesian dancer who lives in Bali.
Ho had the pleasure of having a private performance in which I have taken some very 
powerful images
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Hilari Kane is a yoga teacher and an amazing artist working with the power of mudras 
to create clay sacred objects

Bali is “The Island of the Gods”. The fusion of ancient Hindu traditions with 
the hub of modernity and Western visitors is a delicate balance here. Every 
time I travel to Bali I feel the undeniable divine feminine, the Goddess 
manifest in the beauty of the island. Her spirit lives in earth, air, fire, and 
water. In Bali, Shakti shines.
 
So I was intrigued when I discovered the book Women in Bali, featuring 
a collection of gorgeous images by photographer Bruna Rotunno. I met 
Bruna at her book launch in Ubud, where flocks of local women joined to 
celebrate this special work of art, her homage to the Balinese and foreign 
women who call Bali home. In speaking with her, it was clear that this book 
is the expression of Bruna’s admiration for the women who live in Bali and 
embody the spirit of Shakti and that her connection with Bali is deeply 
personal, as a woman as well as an artist. 

Bali water is experienced daily in all its meanings: the holy water that purifies body and 
spirit, water as nourishment from volcano through the rice fields on the way to the sea, 
water as birth and water as a game.
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“She believed 
she could so 
she did.”
R.S. Grey

Awahoshi Kavan is a crystal sound therapist based in Bali and has worked with the 
energy of sound for 30 years.

Jennifer:  
As a photographer who works all over the world, what drew you to do this 
project in Bali?
 
Bruna: 
Bali so significantly revealed to me the amplification of feminine energy 
on the island. To me, the divine whirlwind of creativity, artistic sense 
and the healing essence of the place emanated so strongly that I was 
inspired to synthesize and tell the story of the feminine side of Bali through 
capturing it with visual images of the Women in Bali. One can see several 
times each day, Balinese women placing the offering, which they have 
delicately woven with coconut leaves into a small ‘bantan’ tray filled with 
flowers of designated colours representing a cosmos imploring harmonious 
equilibrium.

Jennifer:
Why was it especially interesting to document the feminine aspect of life 
here?
 
Bruna:
Over the past three decades, Bali has attracted both local and foreign 
women to embrace more fully this strong feminine energy of Bali.  As a 
result, there is a large community of unique women who have contributed 
to the island. They have been captured by the essence of a timeless 
dimension of spiritual power that has developed into a lifestyle with deep 
involvement, gratitude, and respect for the Balinese way of life.
 
My work is to show how these women depict the flow of the feminine side of 
women living in Bali. Like water, they move gracefully, but with strength. They 
dance, they smile, they are tested on their woman’s journey in this magical 
land called Bali.
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One of the most powerful images in the book: I shot these two women standing in the 
perpetual flow of the Ayung River. The sacredness of “ belly ” was vibrating with the 
river, creating a wave of pure love.

The name of this image is “Materic Water”... through this I want to symbolize the birth, 
the original birth from the primordial water of Mother Earth.
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Words: Laura Larriva
Images: Megan Kathleen and Cadencia Photography

YOU
BELONG TO
earth first
In my work with wild women we often begin with a deep, long look at how 
we have socialized ourselves—how we have taken on roles and identities 
that, while they function, may exclude certain aspects of ourselves, 
including particular gifts that may have been threatening in our early family 
environment or in our culture. This shaping of a public persona is a natural 
impulse. We are tribal beings. Evolutionarily, we learn to find our place in 
our social strata. 
 
Some of the most common personas that are developed early on for women 
include hiding or downplaying our erotic nature, inflating our inner critic 
who seeks absolute perfection and ends up judging others, and leaning 
on the good-girl archetype who seeks to play nice, look pretty, and not 
make waves. These are just a few examples, and are not to be taken as 
a comprehensive account. Perhaps you can feel into your own world and 
notice the roles, titles, and ways of describing yourself and occupying 
your family or social niche that feel a little too small. It is this force, this 
natural need to belong, that fuels our adolescent years. For many in this 
culture, it fuels our adult years as well. And yet when we are operating out 
of a need to belong to our social groups, we are mitigating exile in every 
moment. This dance means that we are not necessarily able to be truly 
authentic in our choices, our words, and our roles. For some, over time, this 
cookie-cutter dance adds up, and life becomes a series of postures one 
has to take. Deep down, one may wonder, “Is this really all there is?”
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What happens when we venture off the shore of normal and into the 
wilderness with any regularity is that we begin to develop a unique kind 
of intimacy with the land and the animals there. We observe the passing 
of the seasons; we confront inevitable complexities and challenges—even 
small ones that require our response. We tune in to much greater cycles 
than those of our social identity. We simplify, pause, and learn how to listen. 
We begin to see how each being is so fully themselves; a squirrel cannot 
help but be a squirrel. And this mirroring, though subtle at first, begins to 
work on us. We begin to see ourselves as belonging to something much 
greater than our social communities. We begin to participate, protect, and 
stand for something less domesticated. And the strange thing is, when that 
happens we become more able to show up fully human, fully ourselves, in 
our social groups, even if that means we make waves for awhile. Intimacy is 
the cornerstone of any good relationship. And a true relationship cannot 
help but change everyone involved.

Our planet’s wild spaces are full of variability and complexity. Shifting 
weather, food and water sources, encounters with the others that make 
those spaces their home… Any outdoors person will tell you they have 
gained very obvious capabilities simply by navigating these places. And 
yet, on a deeper level, being in the wilds helps us to refine and gain 
developmental resources as well. 
 
In subtle yet powerful ways, the wilds mirror to us aspects of life experience 
that we might not see much in our civilized lives. There, we see the beauty 
of death, the potential of every moment, the constancy of change, and 
the deep peace of silence. Unknowingly, we begin to develop a deeper 
understanding of these currents in our own lives. We learn how to be alone, 
how to listen, how to surrender, and when and how to act. We learn about 
right timing, and about fragility. 
 

You Have Infinite Resources

Through the power of our imaginations, we can and do naturally draw 
parallels between what catches our eye and our own inner lives. For one 
who is working on trust, they may notice how the natural world mirrors trust 
in action. For one who is currently grieving a loss, they may notice how 
the wilds grieve without apology. Metaphor is one language that helps 
us find meaning and gain the developmental tools we need. Because 
of our ancient history evolving in relationship with the wild world, we are 
hardwired to grow this way.

Your Gifts Are Needed
Soul, in this case, refers to the unique, never-seen-before gift that you hold 
for the earth community. It refers to your unique place in the ecological 
network of relationships that only you can occupy. Spending time outdoors 
first and foremost gives us space from the busyness of our everyday lives. 
We begin to muse upon what matters to us, what we notice, and come 
face-to-face with our deepest longings. In The Universe Story, evolutionary 
cosmologist Brian Swimme and Thomas Berry speak about the importance 
of following our longings and our fears into our unknown future. It is these 
primal impulses that speak to us of the thread we are following, and doing 
so will inevitably land us at a place that can be called our own: our soul. 
Our gifts. We see, in the wilds, the ecological network of relationships in 
action. Each thing in its place. We too have a place. Longing to occupy 
that place, and not another, is an inborn human need. It’s part of becoming 
fully human.

Life Is Meaningful
The hustle and bustle of our contemporary lives leaves little space to 
widen the aperture of our perception and take in the whole, big, beautiful 
picture. As modern men and women, we easily get stuck in the minutiae of 
our lives, and without realizing it, we become so stuck on the everyday 
dramas of our world that we lose sight of the much larger story we’re all 
a part of. I’ve seen it time and time again; nature inspires us to remember 
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that our choices matter—even the little ones. And even more, that our 
lives indeed have meaning beyond the scope of the mundane. How? 
By reminding us that we are in relationship with all things, and that we’re 
capable of authoring our growth in a way that is generative, conscious, 
and on behalf of all living things and the future generations to come. We 
are meaning-makers. We need meaning to live full lives. The wilds remind 
us of that.

Mystery, Beauty, and Awe 
Shatter Your Smallness
Not all of us are outdoors people. It’s true that many find their pleasure 
and their purpose within the village of contemporary culture. But I have yet 
to find a person who has not, at times, been absolutely blown away by the 
majesty of the wild world. Nature inspires awe in the hearts of human beings. 
Some ancient part of us remembers our kinship in these moments. We are 
humbled and broken-hearted in the best way by a stunning mountain vista, 
or by the breach of a humpback whale. These moments shatter us open. 
Our mouths go agape, we inhale, and for perhaps only one short moment, 
we lay down our burdens, our individuality, and our hubris and we become 
one with the beauty of a place. Human beings learn through wonder, play, 
and curiosity. Awe is absolutely a developmental force as it opens us from 
inside out to make space for mystery in our lives—for something inexplicable 
and raw. This mysterious force brings people together in connection, and 
opens the doorway for a moment of profound experience. And we come 
away, changed.
 
It’s safe to say that the above constitute only a handful of the developmental 
capacities that the wilds inspire. Over the years, for myself and in witness of 
others, I have watched growth happen at a systemic level. I have seen the 
way we soften in the face of magnificence, and the way we come to make 
meaning through the passing of the seasons. I have come to intimately 
know that spending time in the wilds is not just a superfluous pastime, 
but an ancient human need. My primary lessons have come, not through 

human language, but through a silent sitting-in with a honeybee, a desert 
tortoise, a wind that blows me down to the bone. I come back from these 
experiences stronger somehow. More trusting of myself in my place. I come 
back to the village more able to bring my gifts forward, and more certain 
than ever that letting down the burden of our separation is a primary 
fallout of intimacy with the world that birthed us.

I am convinced it is in nature, in this 
first place of belonging, that we 
viscerally experience our unique 
place in the Earth community. It is here 
where we have for centuries come to 
understand our interconnectivity with 
all of life. Not unlike the necessary 
and diverse niches of a healthy 
ecosystem, it is here where we realize 
that we too have a niche to fill, an 
ultimate place —one that is needed 
and beckoned forth from us through 
connection with our soul.

 And so here we are, called by the 
warming oceans and disappearing 
rainforests. We are called by 
the countless people suffering 
unthinkable grievances, losses, and 
tragedies all over the world. We are 
called by the ancient ones whose 
gifts we have inherited and all the 
future ones yet to be born. We are 
called to take our cues from the 
natural world, to whom we have 
always belonged, and blossom into 
our full potential before it’s too late.
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THE ART OF 
loving yourself

Words & Images: Sam Rose Phillips

It was dark by nine, and the Perseid meteor shower was in full force by ten. 
Our chins were tilted towards the sky, and I twirled in place so as to not 
miss a single stream of light. After some time, my colleague elected for a 
solo walk in the woods and so by eleven it was just me, the open ocean, 
and the brightest dark sky I had ever faced. 

In every practical sense, I was alone on a tiny island off the coast of the 
Great Bear Rainforest. 

I spent that summer studying marine mammals with the North Coast 
Cetacean Society. It was a couple of months of waking up in my tent to the 
breath of humpbacks only metres away. Of listening to whale song on the 
underwater microphones of the Great Bear Sea. Of following wolf prints 
in the sand. Of filming and photographing truly meaningful conservation 
efforts. Of learning how to best be of service to myself and the wild home 
I love.

That Perseid night, I remember standing in the dark with waves crashing 
below, closing my eyes and breathing the freshest air my lungs had ever 
tasted. A quick wind had whipped past me, and my eyes flew open. Bats, 
just a few, fluttered around my head like I was a cartoon character who’d 
fallen.

And I became electric. 

I was acutely aware of how distinct my smile felt on my face. Unlike any 
smile I had ever given, it was designed by me, solely for me, because of me. 
I was born a daughter, a sister, a niece. I grew to accumulate friends, 
colleagues, and every single expectation that comes with being a woman. 
We are each crowned with the one-size-fits-all roles society finds fitting of 
our anatomy. And every time we break from these prescriptive ideals, from 
clothing to the type of lifestyles we choose, we are pushing boundaries, 
we are working through assumptions with resistance. And, though worth 
every ounce of freedom, it can be exhausting. 
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The silver lining: there is a safe haven 
for you.

Alone, in nature, there is no mirror or 
mind telling you when you are going 
off-script.

Alone in the wild, it is you, unembellished, 
unhidden, undefined by others.

And so I wish you time alone in nature. 
I wish you time to think of yourself as a 
part of the energy swirling around your 
head and nothing more. Above all, I 
wish you a deep love for your soul and 
the skin it’s wrapped delicately within. 

When the bats flew off into the 
darkness, I zipped my sleeping bag 
shut and swayed to sleep. The speaker 
beside my head that played a live 
underwater feed of the nearby ocean 
began to sing to me. Transient orcas 
moving through the darkness began to 
serenade me. You better believe I went 
to sleep grinning that night. This time, 
the smile grew to encompass both me 
and the little island that energized me.

Because a deep love for our planet can 
only truly begin when we’ve recognized 
that our planet has created a self worth 
loving. 
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windswept
one day I will bring you here
sails and you and me away
to a tiny island where 
auklets emerge
in the night
sea lions sound 
into the fog to say
you and I will never leave
what lasts

we will circle the summit until salt 
wears away
at the hull of our boat
at the cities we wear like skin

until we are once again as wild as the 
silver-bellied sand lance
feeding a world that will forever 
feed us back

aren’t we lucky
to have been whispered our fates all along
and to have listened

rightness

transient nights
I can hear an orca singing himself to sleep
singing me to sleep
 
hidden, his dorsal dipping in
and out of blackness, 
just another wave 
ebbing from the shore
 
I sleep easy 
knowing that somewhere in the dark,
a transient breath floats above its body
with specks of dreamdust for coastal bats
to catch on their wings
 
the fog tucks away 
all the constellations, 
so their lights may live
to last another day
 
still, I sleep easy 
knowing that somewhere past the fog,
stars are shining brightly out of habit
falling and spinning and bursting
at the seams
 
I can’t see the world come alive tonight
I can feel it
I sleep easy knowing it
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we all fall down
you are falling
and I am right there with you

twirling
'till gold

finally finding stillness
in the softness of soil

finally ready to give freely
the tiny fabrics of me

at last I am feeding the forest
that put me together

here we are      look at us now
loosened from what birthed us

yet closer still to our roots
than we have ever been before
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FIERCE 
vulnerability
A Conversation with Eve Ensler

Words: Jennifer Haddow
Images: Brigitte Lacombe & Paula Allen

Eve Ensler taught me that “Vagina” was not a dirty word. When I first 
saw her Tony Award winning play “The Vagina Monologues”, it felt 
revolutionary, the assertion that my body and sexuality as a woman 
could be celebrated and seen as sacred. 
 
I watched Eve blossom in her work for the next two decades, saw 
her perform “The Good Body” on Broadway and cheered on her 
launch of ONE BILLION RISING, the largest mass action against 
violence against women and girls rallying activists in 200 countries 
to rise through dance and creative expression.
 
One sunny afternoon on the edge of a rice field in Bali, I finally 
found the opportunity to sit down and speak with Eve. She was 
audacious in person, emanating warmth and sisterly affection. She 
has deep, wise eyes that have seen both unspeakable horrors and 
joyful ecstasies. She is a woman you immediately want to tell your 
deepest secrets to, a woman you know you can trust. Her honesty 
and vulnerability shine in person as on the stage and what she told 
me in this interview made me blush as much as I did in the audience 
twenty years ago when she called from the stage to us to shout the 
word “Vagina!”

Jennifer:
As women, we have a sense that there’s a kind of pilgrimage calling us 
to go back to nature, go back to this place of wildness, this place of 
nurturing, into Mother Earth. Where did you go on your pilgrimage?  
 
Eve:
I feel like there’s pre-cancer and there’s post-cancer. The Congo, despite 
the war and everything else, it’s been a very powerful place for me. I think 
it was post-cancer, it was during the treatment, it was during everything 
that happened that I really returned to nature. Like I found nature, I found 
trees, I found that I understood it was my separation from it that was making 
me sick. And since then, now I know that if I’m not with nature for a certain 
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period of time I’m not going to be well. I can feel it. I can feel it right now, 
I have to get to the land soon. My body is hungering for that. And I think 
our separation from the land is not disconnected from our separation from 
the body. I mean, what neoliberal capitalism has done is created this fast 
growth reality where people are moving past their bodies. As opposed to 
at the speed of the natural energies around us which teach when to rest, 
when to go, when we need to restore, when we need to dance, when we 
need to - and I think that being connected to the Earth is critical.
 
Since moving recently to the country, I spend so much time out at night 
under the stars and rolling in the ground and I introduce myself to 
everything that’s on the land. I’m coming to know the little woodpeckers 
with the red heads and I’m coming to know my snapping turtle and there 
was an amazing hawk in my tree. I want more and more and more of it. I 
want to prostrate myself to it. I want to just bow down to it every day.
 
Jennifer:
The work I’m doing is really about creating a safe space for women to 
explore who they are and I think when you enter into wild nature, you can’t 
avoid looking and feeling your body. You can’t avoid dealing with your 
body because you’re climbing that mountain. You’re pushing that canoe 
forward, you’re shitting in the woods, you’re dealing with the reality of the 
elements and your relationship with nature.
 
Eve:
Sometimes in my house at night I hear all kinds of creatures on my roof. 
In the beginning, I was like, “What is on my roof?” And then I just was like, 
“They’re here, just make friends with them.”  They’re your friends. You have 
moved into their world. So every day there are bears, there are deer, 
there are snakes, there are all kinds of things and I try to just go, “Wow, 
what is that?” Let me introduce myself to that. Let me get to know you.” 
We’re taught from very early on in so many cultures that the Earth has to 
be conquered and the Earth is wild and demonic, that we have to tame 

it and mute it and deny it and degrade it. But the Earth is astonishing. It’s 
multifaceted. It’s beautiful and endless. I get up every day and I just can’t 
believe that I was spending time there.
 
I think when you fall in love with the Earth, you realize you have to fight and 
do everything in your power to protect her and you have to put your body 
on the line to protect her. That’s fact. I really do feel I am in service to the 
Mother right now, my life is in service to her. I listen for where she is directing 
me, where and what to do. And I feel the best, I feel like I’m in alignment with 
that, you know? I don’t mind that responsibility. It’s like listening to women’s 
stories for years about their violations made me responsible to what I was 
hearing because it touched my heart, it opened my heart, it broke my 
heart. I think that is not a burden. That is a joy, that is a reason to be here.
 
Jennifer:
When do we get to rest and just be without giving so much all the time? 
Because I think as women we give, give, give - and yes, we give out of 
passion.
 
Eve:
But maybe we can’t do that right now. I mean, I’m not saying we shouldn’t 
take care of ourselves, because I take care of myself, I do yoga, I get 
massages, but we’re in a state of emergency. I just have to be honest. For 
so long I had that question, and also, I get to be an artist, so I get to write. 
My work charges me up, when I write I get charged up, I write all the time. 
When I do activism I get charged up. I don’t see my work as separate from 
my play. I don’t see my work as separate from my pleasure. My work is my 
pleasure. I’m doing what I want to be doing. This is what I want to be doing. 
You just have to say, okay, how do you pace yourself? How do you make 
sure you’re taking care of yourself?
 
How do you take those moments where you go, I’m going to take four days 
off and go in and take care of my body and rest and sleep and dream 
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and go back out again. You have to have those restorative periods. 
But, we are in a global crisis of magnitudinal proportions and we cannot 
pretend that’s not true.  
 
You’re not going to fix it all and you’re going to do your piece just like I’m 
going to do my piece of it. We each have to nurture the piece that we’re 
doing and hope that many other people are going to join this struggle 
so that there’s tons of us doing this work. Because not one person, not 
two people, not 10 people, not 100 people can do this. And it’s like 
when you see people who are in dire situations whether it’s the war in 
Congo or whether it’s people who are living in very violent poverty. They 
address what’s going on in the moment because that’s what they have 
to do and that’s kind of where we are. We have to address what’s going 
on right now and we have to fight and we have to struggle and we have 
to resist. And at the same time we have to have an imagination to create 
the world we want to live in. We have to have some kind of bigger idea of 
where we’re going. We can’t just be resisting. It’s such an imaginable time. 
We will get restorative juice from picturing: what is the world we want to 
live in? I’m going to create the world I want to live in. A communal place 
where women can be restored, women can have visions, women can come 
together, and thinkers can come together to really create this place that 
could be a model of exactly the world that we want to bring forward.
 
Jennifer:
My work is movement building in this community of women who are seeking 
adventure because they want that feeling of adventure and wildness in 
their lives. Wild Woman is something that lives deep in our bones. And 
there’s a movement of women emerging who are wanting to reclaim that 
and bring her to life. When you talk about sisterhood and the movements 
you’re building, what’s giving you the most hope right now?
 
Eve:
I’ve seen what global solidarity can do. I see how it changes culture, I see 
how it gives women strength. It lets women love their vaginas and step into 

their power and 20 years ago nobody was saying vagina. Every place
I go, it used to be a joke in the airports, people would come up to me and 
they would say I saw you in the show and now they come up to me and say, 
I was in your show. Do you know? I see a kind of progression, an escalation 
of women beginning to love themselves and come into their power and 
also understand how critical it is that being in their body is connected with 
having visions and having strength and having the power to bring about 
transformation.  
 
I think whether you’re saying come into the Earth or come into your vagina, 
you’re saying the same thing. Both of those are pathways to divinity. Both 
of those are the ways we get to her. So whether you are masturbating or 
wrapping yourself around a tree there’s something very similar about those 
two gestures because you’re connecting yourself to the bigger energy, 
to that force that has the potential to transform human existence. And our 
disconnect from it is what has allowed so much to happen, you know?
 
Part of what the journey is now is: how do we wake up? You can wake up 
intellectually, you can wake up theoretically. But then you’ve got to wake 
up in your body. And it’s the scariest place because when you wake up 
in your body, you wake up to your feelings and most people, particularly 
men, are brought up not to be in their hearts, not to have their feelings, 
not to cry, not to express dark, not to be in despair. Show their strength. 
What the world needs now is a fierce vulnerability. Our vulnerability is our 
strength.
 
How do we teach people how to hold their grief and their fears, how do 
we be vulnerable warriors? It’s all about being a vulnerable warrior. And 
that means our hearts are open.
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RUINS IN THE 
sunshine

She pulled out a giant chocolate bar. “Does anyone want some?” That’s 
rhetorical, right? We’re on a bus filled with women, albeit strangers. It’s Day 
1 of a week together to hike the Inca Trail in Peru, but this ice-breaking 
comment is sure to turn a batch of strangers into fast friends. 
 
The range of women on this bus couldn’t be more diverse: mostly groups 
of two, we have a mother and daughter from Jasper, Alberta, both nurses; 
a group of three friends from Northern Ontario; and even a few Americans. 
And, not surprisingly, some are travelling solo, like me. The youngest is in her 
early 20s; the eldest is hitting her late 60s. 
 
For some of the women this was their first international trip, and hiking the 
entire 32 kilometers to Machu Picchu was certainly their biggest, and 
perhaps most daunting, physical feat to date. 
 
Before the hike, we had a few days of visiting nearby ruins, but we also 
began with the most poignant encounter: meeting a traditional Peruvian 
knitting collective. Even without the same language, we intrinsically 
understood one another, which was apparent the moment we crossed the 
threshold of their village.
 
As we step through the stone wall we see a circle of women seated on the 
ground, dressed in bright reds, yellows, and blue dresses and traditional 
hats; they look up at us and continue weaving without missing a stitch. 
One of the women explains that the non-profit collective has returned to 
using natural dyes and wools from alpacas and llamas. Since 1998 the 
collective has also been selling their hats, bags, and rugs around the 
world. 
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As we watch the dyeing demonstration, a young girl, no more than five, 
giggles and plays around me. Her cheeks are muddy and rosy from the 
alpine air. Being here feels like the clock has turned back—life simplified, but 
also changing. The girl dangles on my leg, and we stare at one another. I 
wonder what life will be like for her. Will she stay here? Will she go abroad?
 
The night before our hike seems surreal. We are staying at the Aranwa 
Hotel and Spa in Guayllabamba; our rooms circle around pools and 
jungle-sized tropical flowers. 

I double up with another traveller, Natalie from Kirkland Lake, Ontario. As a 
nurse and mother of three, she has packed a pharmacy. “You got an ache, 
itch, sniffle, pain, I got a drug,” she says. 
 
That night, I drink my last glass of wine for a week, sigh, as we scrunch our 
belongings into a 25-pound bag; porters will be carrying our things for 
four days. Natalie has each day’s clothes in airtight Ziploc bags. In under 
10 minutes I throw some stuff into a bag and hit about 20 pounds. Done. 
But despite her best efforts, Natalie’s bag keeps going over. “Do I need 
two fleeces? Eventually, she makes the cutthroat decision: one fleece. 
 
The morning arrives and it’s slow going getting prepared. “Do you think I 
should pack my eyelash curler?” asks the chocolate woman from the first 
day. She’s saying this for effect, but it’s also true. She’s a fancy lady. 
 
Lined up with a stream of other hikers at the gate, we show our passports 
and eventually get our hiking passes. Gathering together, arms linked, we 
pose for a group photo under the sign where it all begins. 
 
I’m the only one without walking poles, but I figure it’s just one more thing 
to carry; in my experience hiking most of my life, less is more. As expected, 
the group disperses; we begin to mingle and find companions. I stride 
alongside a fellow Canadian, and we begin talking about travel. “This trip 
makes me want more travel,” she says. “After raising children for so long, I’m 
ready for me now.”

It’s blazing hot, and no matter how much water I drink, my mouth is as dry as 
kitty litter. I think we’re moving quickly until I hear: “Porter, porter!” Our group 
hops to the side of the trail. Carrying bags larger than my body, these guys 
run in front of us. 
 
Eventually I’m alone. I can’t get over the beautiful path of perfectly placed 
cobblestones, built as if they will remain intact long after we’re gone. Five 
hundred years ago this was a route for messengers, or runners, that worked 
like a tag team relaying messages, some running hundreds of kilometers to 
get their information delivered.
 
But time goes by quickly as I take in the scenery: Whenever I lift my head 
it’s nothing but mountains and low-lying clouds. Anticipation also makes 
every hour evaporate. With every step we’re getting closer to a divine 
place. 
 
Arriving at our first campsite, our guide Desnarda, one of the only female 
guides in Peru (whose father still asks when she’s going to marry), explains 
that when this region became part of the Machu Picchu parkland, no one 
was able to buy property anymore. And now, since most families don’t want 
to let go of their famous property, they pass it down to the next generation 
when they die. Imagine taking the Inca Trail to work every day! 
 
After throwing our gear into our tents and settling in, it’s time to warm up. 
Holding the hot soup bowl and inhaling the steam, I feel the mountain chill 
disappear. As we wait for dinner, our fancy chocolate lady has amassed 
a group of women into a yoga circle. Some of the local boys are curious 
and start to twist and giggle with the group. 
 
I’m feeling a little creaky in my legs the next morning. We start with strong 
instant coffee. The porters have laid out some treats on a blanket for us: a 
granada, passion fruit, some candy, chocolate, and water crystals. We go 
through the ritual of sun cream and deodorant—futile, but routine.
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Desnarda calls today “the day of excuses”: “It’s too hot, I am tired.” At 
4,234 meters to the peak Women’s Pass, it would be our hardest day yet. 
Since I’ve been in Peru for a few months, I’ve had the chance to acclimatize, 
and it makes a world of difference. But even so, after lunch, each step 
is laboured, slow. It’s like someone is stepping on my lungs—like a half-
empty tube of toothpaste. I reach the plateau first and wait as the women 
emerge over the crest. One of the quieter ladies takes her last few steps 
and raises her poles in the air: “That was fucking awesome.” And as each 
woman reaches the peak, it’s a similar story of joy: “You can do this, almost 
there,” are common refrains, always met with a glorious hug. We made it.
 
The next day is like hiking through a cloudy dream. Carefully stepping onto 
the mossy stones, ducking under a tunnel and through the jungle branches, 
I can sense something. It’s like Lord of the Rings; each step is closer to 
the end of the journey. Eventually, through the clouds, I can see a corner 
edge of stone, a bit of a structure. I can’t make out its entirety. Is it real? 
Descending the steep steps that follow alongside the terraces, I feel a bit 
creeped out, as if something, or someone, will emerge through the clouds. 
But the people of the Sayaqmarka are long gone. Or are they?
 
Coming into the final campsite, I see a porter holding a Wild Women sign 
to direct me. When he sees me coming he quickly scampers to his feet and 
leads me to a bucket to wash my hands. We can’t have a conversation, 
but his caring gestures, running to get the paper towel, are sweet and kind. 
 
Walking out to the precipice of the campsite, the clouds again disperse 
at the right time. Below are more terraces and walls of Phuyupatamarca, a 
site of ritual baths. I can almost hear the water trickle through the stones; 
500 years later and the hydraulic irrigation system still works. 
The next morning is exciting. It’s the day we see Machu Picchu. We’ve all 
seen pictures throughout our lives and now we get to truly see it, walk it, 
feel it. We’re walking over layers of time. Where so many once lived.
 
For most of the day, Miss Chocolate and I talk about life. She’s a mom and 

wife, with impeccable nails and hair. I bet that tucked into her sneakers, her 
toenails are painted, too. And today, sweating through the jungle, I can 
make out the faintest line of lipstick on her mouth. I own one tube of lipstick. 
But as we listen to one another, bonding over fitness—inspired by Jane 
Fonda’s leg warmers and body suits back in the ‘80s—we agree that fitness 
has been our release and our therapy throughout our lives. 
 
We finally reach the Sun Gate, once the main entrance to Machu Picchu, 
where guards controlled visitors to the sacred site. Looking up to the top 
is maybe the steepest set of stairs I’ve ever seen. Taking giant strides for 
each step, I wonder, “Who knew the Incas had long legs!” We reach the 
top quite breathless. With high-fives to strangers, we sit on the giant terrace 
steps, legs dangling over the edge, waiting for the others. Of course, on a 
clear day one could see straight to Machu Picchu, about an hour’s walk 
away. Not a chance today. 
 
As the rest of our group arrives, we take picture upon picture, waiting out 
the clouds, but an hour’s gone by and no movement—the clouds are here 
to stay. Really? All this way for no view of the ruins? We decide reluctantly 
to descend, hoping that eventually the sun will come through. 
 
I walk ahead. This moment should be mine. Half an hour later, it happens: by 
some freaky timing, the clouds start to clear. A stone wall here, a piece of 
a terrace there, and then all of it. “Whoa,” I let out. Underneath the fog is a 
stone city so perfect and so symmetrical that the impact hits my stomach. 
It’s more beautiful and amazing than any picture can describe. Almost 
700 terraces, 16 fountains, and 200 structures of a sacred site hidden for 
centuries under the earth; seeing it feels like someone lifted a veil on a tray 
of diamonds. 
 
The others arrive. As they approach, when they see it, they immediately stop 
in awe. Silence. Linking arms one last time for many photos, it’s bittersweet. 
But as we spend the day together walking through the ruins in the sunshine, 
I know it’s not the end of our journey.
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CANOE KIDS

“What motivated you to do this trip?” people often ask. The question 
surprised me at first because there was no big trigger, no life-shattering 
moment. This trip, or one like it, was simply what we wanted to do. Lots of 
people go on canoe trips, especially down the Yukon River. What was 
different about us was that we were taking our young children.

After having kids, my biggest loss was my ability to exercise — to exert myself, 
to push my body. I always needed to feed a baby, to cuddle a baby, to 
soothe a baby. As my first and then my second baby got older, it did get 
easier but it was still relentless. They took all our time, all our energy. The 
other thing my husband and I both missed was getting out in the wilderness. 
We still went to beautiful places, but the more accessible kind. The last 
mountain we hiked was when we had baby #1 in a baby carrier at three 
months old. A few years later, we were either going on stroller-able hikes or 
all-day meanders up hills that could have taken less than an hour to climb.

Words: Sarah Carty
Images: Dwane Roberge

Our dream of a trip to the wilderness seemed so far 
away. Would our children be ready at five years old? 
Seven years? Ten years? Then we found on the Internet 
other families who were doing it with babies, toddlers, 
and preschoolers, and of course we thought, “If they 
can do it, so can we.” 

We decided to take our children, aged three and two, 
on an extended canoe trip in the Yukon the following 
summer. We planned, talked, researched gear, and 
looked at maps. We called people about food drops, 
motorboats, and plane rides. We bought a canoe, 
a tent, paddles, clothes, food…more stuff than we 
needed. We were excited. All of the planning got us 
through the dreary wet Pacific Northwest winter.

When we took our kids on a five-day practice-trip in the 
Southern Gulf Islands in May, it was beautiful weather 
and we had a great time. We did some ocean crossings, 
slept on beaches, cooked on the camp stove, and 
played games with natural objects. During the paddling 
portions we realized that our planned northern trip was 
too ambitious. We needed to reduce the total time 
spent in the boat if the kids were going to make it. With 
five weeks left to go, we changed our route, made a 
new plan, and bought new maps. We were ready to set 
out on the Klondike Trail by canoe, following the path 
that the gold stampeders took over 100 years ago. We 
were going to paddle 900 kilometers from Bennett Lake 
at the end of the Chilkoot Trail to Dawson City.

When we were planning the trip it seemed like a huge 
deal. Now that we’re done and we look back at what 
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we did, we’re amazed we made it. But when we were out there it wasn’t 
a struggle and it wasn’t a grind; instead, it was a beautiful experience of 
living in the wilderness. The best part of our plan was that we had no plan. 
Once we were dropped off by the White Pass and Yukon Route train at 
the head of Bennett Lake, our time was all our own. Every morning we would 
wake up and decide, should we go or should we stay? If we decided to 
pack up and travel that day, we would simply do that. We wouldn’t plan 
or anticipate how far we’d make it. We’d get in our canoe and set out for 
whatever that day brought us, giving ourselves the freedom to take long 
or short breaks and to camp when we found a great campsite or continue 
on if we wanted.

Camping trips are usually defined by weather and we saw lots of it. We 
had more sun and heat than we had expected in the Yukon. We love 
swimming and if the water was freezing, we jumped in and out; in other 
places where the water was warm enough, we took long swims with the 
kids. While we struggled with the kids about hats and sunscreen, the more 
challenging weather was the wind and the thunderstorms.

When paddling down the Southern Yukon Lakes, our trip was dictated 
by the wind. The first two big lakes were surrounded by huge mountains 
and we figured out the pattern: Every night was calm and every day the 
wind would build, getting stronger and stronger throughout the day and 
the hotter it got, the stronger the wind. While it was predictable in a way, 
we never knew how early the wind would start blowing or how strong it 
would get so we resorted to waking up very early in the morning and 
focused on finding a good campsite before the wind got too strong, 
usually by noon. On the third lake the topography changed and the wind 
was unpredictable. It might be calm all day and blow all night or vice 
versa. On the final lake, Lake Laberge, we were forced to paddle into a 
headwind. One day we thought we heard a motor boat coming towards 
us; the sound kept coming and coming. Finally it was on top of us and it 
wasn’t a motorboat. It was the wind and waves that had come down the 
lake with such speed, turning the calm water into large waves in a matter 
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of minutes and forcing us onto shore.
The other major weather we experienced was thunderstorms. Again 
precipitated by the unusual heat, the afternoon storms hit us eight days 
in a row. Day after day we would watch thunderstorms build in all four 
corners of the sky. Some days we patted ourselves on the back because 
we’d seen it coming and gotten to shore, under the tarp before we were 
hit. One day, while watching a storm in front of us, there was a huge boom 
right behind us. We’d been caught. Luckily we were passing a good camp 
at that moment and we pulled over and hastily unloaded. The tarp was 
tied down at the four corners but no pole had been found to hold it off 
our heads when the storm hit. The thunder boomed loudly and lightning 
flashed continuously for half an hour while pouring rain. I felt safe sitting 
under a picnic table under the tarp with the kids in my lap, so happy we 
weren’t caught out in the boat. 
 
The next day, although we were nervous about getting caught in the rain, 
we didn’t find a camp in time. A wall of rain came towards us across the 
river with great speed. I carried both children through the bushes to hide 
under the trees while my husband secured the canoe as best as he could 
in the fast-moving water. The straight trunks of the black spruce had very 
little branches and offered little shelter from the rain. Although this was the 
first time we’d been caught by the weather, I learnt more about my children 
that day. First, I discovered how trusting they are. They didn’t question what 
we were doing, what choices we made, why we didn’t have the tarp, or 
why we had been on the water in that storm. Second, they surprised me by 
taking it all in stride. My oldest was delighted by the hail; after asking what 
it was, she started popping it into her month and was disappointed when 
the hail stopped. Although we didn’t want to repeat the experience, the 
storm under the tree was one of the most adventurous parts of the trip for 
the kids.

“Was it as amazing as expected?” is what everyone asks now. Of course it 
was. Our goal in setting out wasn’t to cover the huge distance, although 
at 900 kilometers it was my longest trip ever. The primary aim of our trip was 
to live in the wilderness for an extended period of time. Doing so with our 

kids for 32 days, spending that time outside, in our canoe, at camp and on 
hikes makes me proud. Our three-year-old, who was always wanting to stop 
to play, became an expert at finding campsites. She knew what we were 
looking for: a big open beach to play on, water that was warm enough to 
swim in, enough firewood to cook over for a couple days, a nice gravel 
area for the kitchen, a couple of handy tarp poles and a nice hike to do 
from camp. Our two-year-old loved paddling and after watching me in 
front of him for a few days, picked up his paddle and started paddling 
with great technique.

There are days that stand out in my mind more than others. I lose track of 
details or have trouble remembering what campsite we were at, but I have 
so many amazing memories to rifle through. The wildlife highlight was the 
day we saw two mama moose with two babies each. We were on the river 
when we saw them so we only had a moment to take them in as the current 
pushed our canoe past. I also remember the campsite where the beaver 
was swimming back and forth in front and a mama shore bird had just 
hatched some little ones in her nest on the beach. We saw lynx, porcupine, 
and a couple of bears too.  

Most of the other memories are about the kids enjoying themselves, running 
down sandy spits, drawing in the sand, collecting rocks and feathers, 
sliding down hills, and making up games. While they had times of frustration, 
being hungry or tired, there were so many moments of pure joy during the 
trip. So much excitement at being at beautiful beaches day after day, 
exploring new places, meeting new people, learning new skills. At two and 
three years old, I’m not sure if they will remember the trip. They do now, and 
maybe by talking about it we can keep that memory alive. We will do it 
again. For us as parents, this trip showed us what was possible. Next year 
we ambitiously want it to be more remote, longer, and more wild. It may be 
easier with a three- and four-year-old—hopefully no more diapers and the 
terrible twos—but I’m grateful that we didn’t wait until it was easier. The wild 
is where we all thrive, and we love that our kids want to be out there as 
much as we do.
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“You must go 
on adventures 
to find out 
where you 
belong.”
Sue Fitzmaurice
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“Don't look 
back — you're 
not going that 
way.”
Mary Engelbreit
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